
GUARANTEE 

I guarantee my jewelry for one year with normal wear. Please do not engage in vigorous exercise 

or sporting games while wearing your Kathryn Bowman Studio jewelry. Most of the beads I use 

are glass. If dropped on hard surfaces (concrete, ceramic, stone, marble) those beads could break. 

I will do my best to repair damage, but there will be a charge for the supplies and my time. 

LOSS 

If you loss your piece and would like to have it replaced we will have to come to an agreement 

on price and my time involved. Sometimes one or two of the elements of a piece are one-of-a-

kind and cannot be replace. In that case I can try to replicate or find a similar replacement 

element. With a lost earring I will try to duplicate if I still have that same bead or beads and we 

will discuss a fair value payment for the one earring. 

EXCHANGES 

Exchanges can be made for an item of equal or lesser value, but the original item must be 

returned in its original condition before the exchange will be sent. I determine what original 

condition is. Value adjustments will be made if you are owed money in the exchange. 

RETURNS 

If you are not happy with your item please feel free to return it at your expense. Any returns must 

be in absolute original condition before money is returned. I want you to be happy with what you 

purchase from my shop. Once I receive the returned item I will refund your payment and your 

credit card or pay pal will be credited. 

SHIPPING 

**The item or items will be in a sturdy container, box or bubble wrap envelop, to insure that 

shipments arrive in good condition. 

**All items will be shipped within three days of notice of payment from PayPal. In the US the 

package should arrive within 3-5 days. There are exceptions to this arrival time around the 

holidays, so be sure to order early during high volume periods. 

**Shipments will be made to the address collected in the purchase form unless otherwise state. 

Be sure to give me that other address in the comments area of your order if you desire shipment 

to a different address than your credit card or Paypal address, for example a gift item. 

**I will use delivery confirmation upon request and can add your email address to the post office 

tracking so you will get email updates on the progress of your package. 

**If you order more than one item, it will be combined into one pack. 

**Custom orders can take up to a month to complete but I will be in contact with you throughout 

the creation process via e-mail and let you know when it is shipped. 

ADDITIONAL SHIPPING CHARGES FOR: 

^Next day shipping. (Talk to me via Email or "note to seller") 

^Delivery Confirmation. (Talk to me via Email or "note to seller") 

^International Shipping. (Out of US) 

  



 

INTERNATIONAL SHIPPING 

~~International Orders will be sent First Class (no insurance available) if under $25 and 

lightweight. 

~~Please Email me, if you'd like to have insurance added or you would like to upgrade to 

Priority Mail International or Express Mail International. This upgraded shipping for 

International orders will more than double the shipping cost, but you will receive the item much 

quicker and have the added security of insurance. 

~~International customs, duties, and taxes are the responsibility of the buyer when the shipment 

arrives in their country and paid to their postal service 

~~Please check that the items you would like are not prohibited for shipment to your country. 

SPECIAL ORDERS 

If you see something in the Boutique that you love, but would like in a different color, send me 

an email, 1kathrynbowman@gmail.com. If I have the beads in your chosen color, we can do it. If 

you want an exact replica of a design in a different color the price would be the same as the piece 

in my Boutique. If you need other changes we will need to talk about the time and price of those 

changes. I would love to work with you. 

Thank you for your understanding in these shop policies. 
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